We are One Breath
F O R P E A C E A N D U N D E R S TA N D I N G

W e acknowledge that all Names comprise the House of YahúWah, and that we are not separate ourselves

according to colors of skins and hair nor shapes of the eyes. While all colors and hues pertain to thoughts, there
is One United Name—ALOZAR to which we all belong, in that we are emanations of Light and are The Word from
which Light comes. The organization of our designs attest to our common heritage. We have one blood. We are
ADAM—THE RED ONES.
Our skin is a light spectrum of red: pink, blush, rouge, auburn, chestnut, some lighter, some darker.
Our coloration agent is the same in all of us—the melanin pigment. Our hues are determined not by the
differences in the color or number of melanocytes, but rather by melanocyte activity that gives us our shade of
red. The commonality of our redness is according to our having the same red blood and the same spark of the
Eternal Flame, each of us being a red coal of Wisdom that can never be extinguished.
The hue of red may be matched on the following color chart, the Pantone Color Formula guide
(PMS colors numbers 497 through 502 displayed).
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We are comprised of 1) Name: a fiery Breath, 2) Openings: the means for our Name and thoughts to expand

and be expressed, and 3) a Form: a dwelling state/body. Our expressions of Breath are communicated via soul
that interfaces with our servant body. As the traits of Names unite and develop, a soul blossoms. These three
branches of life are unfolded in the story of Noah’s three children: Yapheth, Cham and Shem. Cham/Ham corresponds to the manifestation of life—the form of each person in whose lands the children of Shem, aka the
House of YiSARAL/Israel come/appear and multiply.
The tribes of YiSARAL are a branching of a Name/Shem. The branches are known as the twelve tribes correspond to the twelve parts, for which there is a land for every tribe. These twelve branches are housed in all
mankind to inherit the manifestation of Cham—the Word State of the Lands, commonly called the Promise
Land. Yapheth corresponds to the openings around which the body forms and via which the Breath, soul and
body expand. Each body is formulated like a flute that is cast around a mold of openings. These openings are
known as the gates/chakras that enable the Fiery Breath, the soul, and body forms to communicate.
There is no profit to disdain another or to exalt oneself above another for any bias. All self exaltation leads to
standing off of the Foundation of Life.
Whatever we bring forth out of our Thoughts, to that we are joined. If we bring forth a child, our identity is
within that child; likewise, we are bound via the words and deeds that come forth from our houses/habitations.

Let us embrace our perfect unity that we may come to comprehend and enter into the wonderment of our collective progressions unto the Earth that is beyond this planet. Let us cease to war over forms, lands or ideas, for
such wars take us down dead-end streets. Let us confirm that we are the same as our neighbor.
The Master Name YahúWah is cherished to expand within each of us; the Eternal Faces of the
light radiate toward us daily through grace, and the Eternal Faces of Light arise within us unto
our completeness of being—Peace.

We are a Path to all who seek the Light from every corner of the Universe.
We feed from our hand the mouths of all that open for truth and love and quest for the Lands of Avraham.
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